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1 INTRODUCTION

Ranked list truncation (RLT), a.k.a. query cut-off prediction [10,23], has been studied for over two decades [3,32] and recently attracted lots of attention in the information retrieval (IR) community [6,7,25,29,57,60]. The task of RLT is to determine how many items in a ranked list should be returned such that a user-defined metric is optimized [7]. The user-defined metric typically considers the balance between the utility of search results and the cost of processing search results [57]. RLT is crucial in various IR applications where it is money- or time-consuming to review a returned item [60]. E.g., in patent search [26] or legal search [54,57], providing a ranked list with an overwhelming number of items is too costly for patent experts or litigation support professionals [3].

A new angle. Existing studies mainly focus on RLT for single-stage retrieval, i.e., optimizing a user-defined metric (e.g., F1) of a retrieved list by truncating it at a certain position. In this paper, we focus on RLT for re-ranking [5], i.e., RLT in a "retrieve-then-re-rank" setup, as shown in Figure 1. In this setup, we still truncate a given retrieved list but focus on enhancing trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency in re-ranking; truncating the retrieved list directly translates to a reduction in re-ranking depth. RLT for re-ranking is important because: (i) RLT can improve re-ranking efficiency by sending variable-length lists of candidates to a re-ranker on a per-query basis; re-rankers are typically computationally expensive [25] and particularly, recently proposed large language model (LLM)-based re-rankers [27,46–48,53,63,65] with billions of parameters lead to a substantial increase in computational overhead [67], making it hard to apply them in practice; applying a fixed re-ranking cut-off to all queries is a common practice in the literature; however, individual queries can be answered effectively by a shorter or a longer list of re-ranking candidates [9], so RLT can avoid unnecessary re-ranking costs by dynamically trimming the retrieved list; and (ii) RLT has the potential to improve re-ranking effectiveness; indeed, feeding a longer retrieved list that includes many irrelevant items to a re-ranker instead can result in inferior re-ranking quality than a shorter retrieved list [62].

Despite its importance, limited research has explored the application of RLT methods in the "retrieve-then-re-rank" setup [13,24,59,62], E.g., Zamani et al. [62] only use one RLT method to truncate retrieved lists from BM25 to improve the performance of BERT-based re-ranking [42]. Put differently, there is a lack of systematic and comprehensive studies into the use of RLT methods that have
originally been introduced to optimize retrieval, in the context of re-ranking, especially newly emerged LLMs-based re-ranking.

**Research goal.** In this reproducibility paper, we examine to what extent established findings on RLT for retrieval are generalizable to the “retrieve-then-re-rank” setup. Specifically, we study the following findings from the literature on RLT: (i) Supervised RLT methods generally perform better than their unsupervised counterparts (e.g., set a fixed cut-off for all queries) [6, 25, 57, 60]. (ii) Distribution-based supervised RLT methods (i.e., directly predict a distribution among all candidate cut-off points) perform better than their sequential labeling-based counterpart (i.e., predict whether to truncate at each candidate point) [6, 57, 60]. (iii) Jointly learning RLT with other tasks (e.g., predicting the relevance of each item in the retrieved list) results in better RLT quality [57]. (iv) When truncating a retrieved list returned by a neural-based retriever, incorporating its embeddings improves RLT quality [29].

**Reproducibility challenge.** We highlight the main challenges of applying RLT methods from optimizing retrieval to optimizing re-ranking: (i) the new “retrieve-then-re-rank” setup leads to a new optimization goal for RLT methods, i.e., improving the trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency in the re-ranking process; more importantly, a specific trade-off can be considered as the optimization goal to meet the requirements of a specific scenario, e.g., effectiveness is more important than efficiency in professional search than web-search; and (ii) the re-ranking setup introduces the type of re-ranker as a factor that influences RLT quality; also, it is important to investigate the impact of the interaction between retrievers and re-rankers on RLT; thus, it is important to explore RLT performance under different pipelines of widely-used retrievers, e.g., lexical, leaned sparse [17] and dense [27] retrievers, and different re-rankers, e.g., LLM-based [27] or pre-trained language model-based re-rankers [43].

**Scope.** We consider the challenges and examine each established finding from the literature on RLT in three settings: (i) we begin by checking if RLT methods optimizing for different trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency of a state-of-the-art LLM-based re-ranker, RankLLaMA [27], with a lexical first-stage retriever; next, to study the impact of retriever types on RLT methods, we assess RLT methods for the LLM re-ranker with other types of retrievers, i.e., learned sparse (SPLADE++ [17]), and dense (RepLLaMA [27]) retrievers; and finally, to study the impact of the choice of re-rankers on RLT methods, we assess RLT methods for a widely-used pre-trained language model-based re-ranker, monoT5 [43]. We perform all experiments on the TREC 2019 and 2020 deep learning (TREC-DL) tracks [11, 12] and consider 8RLT methods and pipelines involving 3 retrievers and 2 re-rankers, leading to various configurations.

**Lessons.** Our experiments reveal that findings on RLT do not generalize well to the “retrieve-then-re-rank” setup. E.g., we found supervised RLT methods do not show a clear advantage over using a fixed re-ranking depth; potential fixed re-ranking depths are able to closely approximate the effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs achieved by supervised RLT methods. Moreover, we found the choice of retriever has a substantial impact on RLT for re-ranking: with an effective retriever like SPLADE++ or RepLLaMA, a fixed re-ranking depth of 20 can already yield an excellent effectiveness/efficiency trade-off, increasing the fixed depth do not significantly improve effectiveness. An error analysis reveals that supervised RLT methods tend to fail to predict when not to carry out re-ranking; moreover, they seem to suffer from a lack of training data.

**Contributions.** Our main contributions are as follows:

- We reproduce a comprehensive set of RLT methods in a “retrieve-then-re-rank” perspective.
- We conduct an empirical analysis with a state-of-the-art LLM-based re-ranker, revealing that setting fixed re-ranking cut-offs results in unnecessary computational costs and diminishes re-ranking quality.
- We conduct extensive experiments on 2 datasets, 8 RLT methods and pipelines involving 3 retrievers and 2 re-rankers, allowing a comprehensive understanding of how RLT methods generalize to the new perspective. We open source our code and data at https://github.com/ChuanMeng/RLT4Re-ranking.

2 MOTIVATION

In the literature, applying a fixed re-ranking cut-off to all queries is a common practice [27, 28, 46–48, 53, 63, 65]; however, individual queries may need a shorter or a longer list of re-ranking candidates [9]. We conduct an empirical analysis to demonstrate how RLT holds the potential to enhance both the effectiveness and efficiency in re-ranking compared to fixed cut-offs. To do so, we analyze two “retrieve-then-re-rank” pipelines on the TREC-DL 19 and 20 datasets. We use an LLM-based re-ranker (RankLLaMA [27]) in both pipelines, but for first-stage retrieval, we employ a lexical retriever (BM25) in one pipeline and an LLM-based dense retriever (RepLLaMA [27]) in the other.

**Query-specific cut-offs improve efficiency.** We study an oracle setup in which we define the oracle as the minimum re-ranking cut-offs yielding the highest nDCG@10 values. We find that individual queries have different oracle cut-offs with a wide range. Thus, a fixed cut-off either wastes computational resources or compromises re-ranking quality for queries that need a deeper cut-off. Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative distribution of oracle cut-offs for both pipelines on both datasets. Interestingly, about 30% of queries do not need re-ranking with RepLLaMA as the retriever, and approximately 5% with BM25; thus, calling expensive re-rankers can be omitted for these queries.

**Query-specific cut-offs improve effectiveness.** Figure 3 illustrates the comparison of re-ranking quality between using oracle and fixed cut-offs. We find that oracle cut-offs always perform statistically significantly (paired t-test, p < 0.05) better than all fixed cut-offs in terms of nDCG@10. Hence, a deeper re-ranking cut-off...
does not consistently result in improvement and can even be detrimental to re-ranking quality. Our finding is consistent with Zamani et al. [62]. While one might argue that the re-ranking results with a deeper cut-off might be underestimated because of the limited number of judged items within the top 10 ranks, i.e., judged@10 [47], we find that RankLinMA’s judged@10 values for using a fixed cut-off at 1000 and oracle cut-offs are similar, e.g., 95.35% vs. 96.05% and 97.41% vs. 97.41% when RepLinMA as the retriever on TREC-DL 19 and 20.

RLT methods truncate the retrieved list (i.e., trim re-ranking candidates) on a per-query basis, suggesting that effective RLT has the potential to improve re-ranking efficiency and effectiveness.

3 PRELIMINARIES AND TASK DEFINITION

We recap the task definition of RLT and demonstrate the transition from optimizing retrieval to optimizing re-ranking.

**RLT for retrieval.** Given a user query \( q \), a collection \( C \) containing \( |C| \) items, and a retrieved list \( L = \{ d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_{|L|} \} \) with \( |L| \ll |C| \) items induced by a first-stage retriever over \( C \) in response to \( q \). An RLT approach \( f \) aims to predict a truncation point \( k \) that maximizes a target metric that is about the retrieved list \( L \) itself [6, 25, 29, 57, 60], formally:

\[
k = f(\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{|L|}\}) \in \{1, 2, \ldots, |L|\},
\]

where \( \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{|L|}\} \) are item features corresponding one-to-one with the items in the retrieved list \( L = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_{|L|}\} \). Typically, \( x \) includes the retrieval score [6] and item statistics [25, 57, 60]. As for the target metric, \( F1@k \) and \( DCG@k \) have been widely used in prior studies [6, 7, 25, 29, 57, 60]. E.g., \( F1@k \) is calculated as:

\[
F1@k = \frac{2 \cdot P@k \cdot R@k}{P@k + R@k},
\]

\[
P@k = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} I(y_i = 1), \quad R@K = \frac{1}{N_L} \sum_{i=1}^{k} I(y_i = 1),
\]

where \( y_i \in \{0, 1\} \) is the relevance label for item \( d_i \) in the truncated retrieved list, and \( N_L \) denotes the number of relevant items in the retrieved list \( L \).

**RLT for re-ranking.** In the “retrieve-then-re-rank” setup, we no longer focus on optimizing the retrieved list \( L \), but we aim to test the capability of the RLT in optimizing the trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency in re-ranking. As shown in Figure 1, the truncated retrieved list \( L_{1:k} = \{d_1, \ldots, d_k\} \), serving as re-ranking candidates, is further forwarded to a re-ranker that returns a re-ranked list \( \hat{L}_{1:k} \). We append the partial list \( L_{k+1:|L|} \) from the retrieved list \( L \) that is not re-ranked to \( \hat{L}_{1:k} \).

The target metric should evaluate the ranking quality of the re-ranked list \( \hat{L}_{1:k} \) (with \( L_{k+1:|L|} \)) in terms of an IR evaluation metric (e.g., nDCG@10), and measure the computational cost of re-ranking.

4 REPRODUCIBILITY METHODOLOGY

We state our research questions, the experiments designed to address them, and our experimental setup.

4.1 Research questions and experimental design

**RQ1** Do RLT methods generalize to the context of LLM-based re-ranking with a lexical first-stage retriever when optimized for different effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs?

To address RQ1, we first quantify the trade-off between re-ranking effectiveness and efficiency, and then optimize RLT methods to model different trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency, simulating different requirements and scenarios; then, we evaluate their predicted truncation positions in terms of effectiveness and efficiency in LLM-based re-ranking with a lexical retriever.

**RQ2** Do RLT methods generalize to the context of LLM-based re-ranking with learned sparse or dense first-stage retrievers when optimized for the different trade-offs, and how does it compare to the case of a lexical retriever?
For answering RQ2, we still optimize RLT methods for different trade-offs of the LLM-based re-ranker used in RQ1, but study their performance given learned sparse or dense retrievers, and compare the results with those of a lexical retriever.

**RQ3** Do RLT methods generalize to the context of *pre-trained language model-based re-ranking*, and how does it compare to the case of an LLM-based re-ranker?

We address RQ3 by evaluating the truncation points predicted by RLT methods w.r.t. effectiveness and efficiency in the context of a widely-used pre-trained language model-based re-ranker, and compare the results with those of the LLM-based re-ranker.

### 4.2 Experimental setup

**RLT approaches.** We reproduce a variety of unsupervised and supervised RLT methods [6, 7, 25, 29, 57, 60].

We consider the following unsupervised RLT methods.

- **Fixed-\(k\) [25]** applies a fixed re-ranking cut-off to all queries; we follow common practice and consider cut-offs that are widely used in the literature about re-ranking, namely 10 [28], 20 [28, 46, 47], 100 [16, 27, 46–48, 53, 63, 65–67], 200 [27], 1000 [50].
- **Greedy-\(k\) [25]** uses the fixed truncation position \(k\) that maximizes the target metric value on a training set.
- **Surprise [7]** first calibrates retrieval scores by using generalized Pareto distributions in extreme value theory [45], and truncates a ranked list using a score threshold.

We consider the following supervised RLT methods:

- **BiCut [25]** is a *sequential labeling-based* method; it uses a bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) to encode item features over a ranked list, and optimizes the LSTM make a binary prediction (continue or truncate) at each position in a ranked list.
- **Choppy [6]** is a *distribution-based* method, which directly predicts the distribution among all candidate cut-off points, using a transformer encoder [56] to encode item features over a ranked list and predicts the distribution.
- **AttnCut [60]** is also *distribution-based*, encoding item features using a bidirectional LSTM and a transformer encoder.
- **MtCut [57]** is also *distribution-based* and similar to AttnCut, but jointly trains the RL task with two auxiliary tasks: predicting the relevance of each item in the ranked list and increasing the margin between relevant and irrelevant items. We use the MMoECut variant due to its superior performance.
- **LeCut [29]** is another *distribution-based* and similar to AttnCut, but can only work with a neural-based retriever and incorporates its query–item embeddings as one of the item features. Ma et al. [29] further optimize LeCut with an learning-to-rank (LtR) model jointly. We omit this phase for a fair comparison since other methods are trained without signals from an external LtR model.

We also include Oracle, which truncates the retrieved list at the earliest position maximizing re-ranking quality per query.

**Optimizing effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs.** The leading challenge of adapting RLT methods in the context of re-ranking is to optimize RLT methods with a specific trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency. To solve this challenge, we need to score each truncation point (i.e., re-ranking candidate cut-off) under different effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs. To do so, we quantify different trade-offs using the efficiency-effectiveness trade-off (EET) metric [58] and then compute EET scores at a specific trade-off for all re-ranking candidate cut-offs.

EET is defined for as the weighted harmonic mean of effectiveness \(\sigma\) and efficiency \(\gamma\) measures:

\[
\text{EET} = \frac{1 + \beta^2 \cdot (\gamma \cdot \sigma)}{\beta^2 \cdot \sigma + \gamma},
\]

where \(\beta\) is a hyperparameter to control the relative importance of effectiveness and efficiency, where \(\beta = 0\) only considers effectiveness and as it increases more attention is paid to to efficiency. EET requires instantiation of \(\sigma\) and \(\gamma\) based on the specific use case [58]. We follow [58] to instantiate efficiency \(\gamma\) using “exponential decay”:

\[
\gamma = \exp(\alpha \cdot k),
\]

where \(k\in\{1, 2, \ldots, |L|\}\) is a truncation point (i.e., re-ranking candidate cut-off) in the given retrieved list \(L\), and \(\alpha < 0\) is a hyperparameter to control how rapidly the efficiency measure decreases; we set \(\alpha\) to \(-0.001\). We instantiate effectiveness \(\sigma\) as the re-ranking gain with a cut-off \(k\), which is quantified by the difference of re-ranking performance with a cut-off \(k\) minus the performance without re-ranking; the performance is in terms of an IR evaluation metric (e.g., nDCG@10).

Therefore, we can adjust \(\beta\) in Equation 3 and \(\alpha\) in Equation 4 in EET to quantify different effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs in re-ranking, so as to generate EET value distributions across all cut-off candidates under different trade-offs. As illustrated in Figure 4, we consider three trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency: \(\beta=0\) (emphasizing effectiveness), 1 (weighting effectiveness and efficiency equally), and 2 (prioritizing efficiency). With the help of EET value distributions under the three trade-offs, we optimize all distribution-based RLT methods (Choppy [6], AttnCut [60], MtCut [57], LeCut [29]) and Greedy-\(k\) for the three trade-offs.

However, the sequential labeling-based RLT method BiCut [25] cannot optimize a EET value distribution. During training, BiCut optimizes the probability of “continue” and “truncation” at each position in a ranked list via the following loss:

\[
L = \sum_{y_i=1}^{L} \left( \eta i(y_i = 0) \frac{p_i}{1} + (1 - \eta) \frac{1 - p_i}{r} \right),
\]

where \(y_i \in \{0, 1\}\) is the relevance label for an item at a position \(i\), \(h\) is the “continue” probability at a position \(i\), and \(r\) is the proportion of relevant items in the ranked list; \(\eta \in [0, 1]\) is a hyperparameter to control the balance between “continue” and “truncation”. We optimize BiCut for different effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs by adjusting \(\eta\) values, e.g., BiCut trained with a high \(\eta\) value tends to truncate a retrieved list earlier, resulting in more efficiency. Specifically, we consider \(\eta=0.4\) (emphasizing effectiveness), 0.5 (balancing effectiveness and efficiency), and 0.6 (prioritizing efficiency).¹

**Datasets.** We experiment with 2 widely-used IR datasets, TREC 2019 and 2020 deep learning (TREC-DL) tracks [11, 12].² These datasets offer relevance judgments in multi-graded relevance scales

¹ We also explore \(\eta\) values of 0.3 and 0.7. BiCut trained with the former tends not to truncate the retrieved list at all, while BiCut trained with the latter tends to truncate the entire retrieved list. ² We also conducted experiments on Robust04 and draw a similar conclusion as TREC-DL 19 and 20; due to space constraints, we show the result on Robust04 in our repository.
per query. TREC-DL 19 and 20 are built upon MS MARCO V1 passage ranking collection encompassing 8.8 million passages.

**Choice of retrievers.** Regarding retrievers, we employ three distinct types: a lexical-based retriever BM25 [49], a learned sparse retriever SPLADE++ ("EnsembleDistill") [17] and an LLM-based dense retriever RepLaMA (7B) [27]. To increase the comparability and reproducibility of our paper, we obtain retrieval results of BM25 and SPLADE++ using the publicly available resource from Pyserini and get retrieval results of RepLaMA from Tevatron, each retriever returns 1000 items per query.

**Choice of re-rankers.** For RQ1, RQ2, we employ a state-of-the-art LLM-based point-wise reranker, RankLaMA (7B) [27] and use the resource from Tevatron. For RQ3, we employ a widely-used pre-trained language model-based re-ranker, monoT5 ("monot5-base-msmarco") [43] and use the resource from PyGaggle.

**Evaluation metrics.** We measure re-ranking effectiveness using nDCG@10 in effectiveness $\sigma$, $\beta$ values 0, 1 and 2 represent prioritizing effectiveness, balancing effectiveness and efficiency, and emphasizing efficiency, respectively.

For all supervised RLT methods, we use identical item features to eliminate confounding factors from the input; each item is represented by its retrieval score, length, unique token count, and the cosine similarity between its tf-idf/doc2vec [22] vector and the vectors of its adjacent items. We follow [57, 60] to use gensim for computing tf-idf and doc2vec vectors for each item; The dimension of the tf-idf vectors on the MS MARCO V1 collection is 846,221; we follow [57] to set the dimension of doc2vec vectors as 128. LeCut relies on query-item embeddings from a neural retriever as extra item features; thus, we provide LeCut with the concatenation of query and item embeddings from RepLaMA. Note that we follow all original work to set hyperparameters: for BiCut, we set $\beta$ at LSTM layers to 2 and the LSTM hidden size to 128; we train BiCut via Adam [21] with a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$; for Choppy, we set $\gamma$ at transformer layers to 3, $\gamma$ at transformer heads to 8, and transformer hidden size to 128; we train Choppy via Adam with a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-3}$, for AttnCut, we set $\beta$ at LSTM layers to 2, the LSTM hidden size to 128, $\gamma$ at transformer heads to 4, and the transformer hidden size to 128; MtCut and LeCut share almost the same hyperparameters; we train AttnCut, MtCut and LeCut via Adam with a learning rate of $3 \times 10^{-5}$. We train all supervised RLT methods for 100 epochs using a batch size of 64 on TREC-DL 19, then infer them on TREC-DL 20, and vice versa. All methods are trained/infered on an NVIDIA A100 GPU (40GB).

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 RLT for LLM-based re-ranking

To answer RQ1, we evaluate RLT methods (optimized for the three effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs) in the context of an LLM-based re-ranker (RankLaMA [27]) with a lexical retriever (BM25). We report the results on TREC-DL 19 and 20 in Table 1; we also plot the result on TREC-DL 20 in Figure 5. We have three observations.

First, compared to unsupervised RLT methods, supervised RLT one only shows an advantage at achieving better re-ranking effectiveness at a less re-ranking cost in the scenario emphasizing effectiveness; nevertheless, alternative fixed re-ranking depths can deliver results on par with those obtained through supervised methods. (i) In the scenario where effectiveness is prioritized ($\beta=0$ and $\eta=0$), supervised RLT methods achieve better re-ranking effectiveness while maintaining less re-ranking cost. For instance, Choppy ($\beta=0$) and AttnCut ($\beta=0$) show no significant difference from Fixed-k (1000) in terms of nDCG@10 on TREC-DL 20, but with only 69% and 86% of the re-ranking cost of Fixed-k (1000), respectively. (ii) In the other scenarios where efficiency received more attention ($\beta=0.5/0.6$), supervised methods do not show an obvious advantage than unsupervised counterparts. E.g., while AttnCut ($\beta=2$) and MtCut ($\beta=2$) manage to achieve nDCG@10 values comparable to Fixed-k (100) using roughly half the re-ranking cost on TREC-DL 20, Greedy-k ($\beta=2$) attains very similar results as AttnCut and MtCut. (iii) Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 5, other potential fixed ranking depths (excluding 10, 20, 100, 200 and 1000) can yield results comparable to those of supervised methods across all scenarios.

Second, in scenarios balancing efficiency and effectiveness or prioritizing efficiency, distribution-based supervised RLT methods
(Choppy, AttnCut, and MtCut) outperform the sequential labeling-based method (BiCut); however, in the scenario emphasizing effectiveness, BiCut shows a slight advantage. For instance, as shown in Figure 5, BiCut incurs lower costs to achieve nDCG@10 comparable to distribution-based methods when effectiveness is emphasized; however, in other scenarios (β=1/2 and η=0.5/0.6), the point denoting BiCut is below the dashed line denoting potential fixed re-ranking depths, while the points representing other supervised methods are on the line, indicating a worse effectiveness/efficiency balance achieved by BiCut.

### Table 1: A comparison of RLT methods in predicting re-rank cut-off points for BM25–RankLLaMA on TREC-DL 19 and 20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>TREC-DL 19</th>
<th>TREC-DL 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg. k</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o re-ranking</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.506**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-k (10)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.557**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-k (20)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.651**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-k (100)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-k (200)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-k (1000)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-k (β=0)</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCut (η=0.4)</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choppy (β=0)</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttnCut (β=0)</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtCut (β=0)</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>0.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-k (β=1)</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCut (η=0.5)</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.729†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choppy (β=1)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttnCut (β=1)</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.720**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtCut (β=1)</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.714**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-k (β=2)</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCut (η=0.6)</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0.692**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choppy (β=2)</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttnCut (β=2)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.692**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtCut (β=2)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.687**††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.785**††</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third, the supervised method (MtCut) learning RLT in a multi-task manner does not show a clear advantage over other supervised methods across all three trade-offs.

### 5.2 The impact of retriever types on RLT

To answer RQ2, we assess RLT methods (optimized for the three effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs) in the context of an LLM-based re-ranker (RankLLaMA [27]) with other novel retrievers; we explore learned sparse (SPLADE++ [17]) and dense (RepLLaMA [27]) retrievers. We present the results for SPLADE++–RankLLaMA and RepLLaMA–RankLLaMA on TREC-DL 19 and 20 in Table 2.
Table 3: Comparison of RLT methods in predicting cut-off points in each column is marked in bold, and the second best is underlined. Significant differences with Fixed-\(k\) are marked with * (paired t-test, \(p < 0.05\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. (k) nDCG@10</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Avg. (k) nDCG@10</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TREC-DL 19</td>
<td></td>
<td>TREC-DL 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o re-ranking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-(k) (10)</td>
<td>10 0.742*</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>10 0.729*</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-(k) (20)</td>
<td>20 0.765</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>20 0.761</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-(k) (100)</td>
<td>100 0.769</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>100 0.767</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-(k) (200)</td>
<td>200 0.768</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>200 0.768</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-(k) (1000)</td>
<td>1000 0.763</td>
<td>29.81</td>
<td>1000 0.768</td>
<td>29.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>458 0.765</td>
<td>13.66</td>
<td>460 0.767</td>
<td>13.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-(k) ((\beta=0))</td>
<td>770 0.763</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>31 0.764</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCut ((\gamma=0.4))</td>
<td>1000 0.763</td>
<td>29.81</td>
<td>1000 0.768</td>
<td>29.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choppy ((\beta=1))</td>
<td>77 0.766</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>187 0.764</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtCut ((\beta=0))</td>
<td>929 0.763</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>573 0.770</td>
<td>17.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeCut ((\beta=0))</td>
<td>510 0.758</td>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>130 0.727*</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-(k) ((\beta=1))</td>
<td>50 0.767</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>55 0.766</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCut ((\gamma=0.5))</td>
<td>167 0.766</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>323 0.768</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choppy ((\beta=1))</td>
<td>107 0.766</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>61 0.766</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtCut ((\beta=1))</td>
<td>458 0.765</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>341 0.769</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeCut ((\beta=1))</td>
<td>583 0.761</td>
<td>17.37</td>
<td>292 0.762</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-(k) ((\beta=2))</td>
<td>50 0.767</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>55 0.766</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCut ((\gamma=0.6))</td>
<td>154 0.766</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>122 0.764</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choppy ((\beta=2))</td>
<td>72 0.766</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>41 0.763</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtCut ((\beta=2))</td>
<td>210 0.767</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>259 0.769</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeCut ((\beta=2))</td>
<td>515 0.763</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>214 0.764</td>
<td>6.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>23 0.794*</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>42 0.799*</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. respectively, we plot both pipelines’ results for TREC-DL 20 in Figure 6 and 7. Note that LeCut is only compatible with pipelines featuring a dense retriever. We have four observations.

First, different from the findings in Section 5.1, the unsupervised method Fixed-\(k\) (20) consistently achieves the best effectiveness/efficiency trade-off compared to supervised methods for both pipelines across all scenarios. Although some supervised methods achieve higher nDCG@10 values than Fixed-\(k\) (20), the nDCG@10 improvement is not statistically significant, e.g., for SPLADE++–RankLLaMA, MtCut (\(\beta=2\)) outperform Fixed-\(k\) (20) by 0.006 in terms of nDCG@10 at a comparable cost on TREC-DL 20; however, this difference is too marginal. We believe Fixed-\(k\) (20) performs well due to the superior retrieval capabilities of SPLADE++ and RepLLaMA. Both tend to retrieve more relevant items at the top ranks, making a shallow fixed re-ranking cutoff both effective and efficient.

Second, similar to Section 5.1, distribution-based supervised methods typically offer a better effectiveness/efficiency trade-off in re-ranking than the sequential labeling-based method (BiCut). E.g., for SPLADE++–RankLLaMA, BiCut predicts depths that are either too shallow (1 or 2) or too deep (1000); for RepLLaMA–RankLLaMA, certain distribution-based methods (e.g., Choppy) achieve similar nDCG@10 values to BiCut but at a reduced re-ranking cost.

Third, different from Section 5.1, the supervised method (MtCut), which learns RLT in a multi-task manner, exhibits a superior effectiveness/efficiency trade-off compared to other methods in a specific case; however, this advantage is not consistently observed. Specifically, as shown in Figure 6, in the scenario emphasizing efficiency, MtCut (\(\beta=2\)) achieves the highest nDCG@10 value (except for Oracle) for SPLADE++–RankLLaMA on TREC-DL 20 at a notably low cost. Nevertheless, as depicted in Figure 7, for RepLLaMA–RankLLaMA, the points representing MtCut consistently fall below the dashed line of Fixed-\(k\), indicating a worse effectiveness/efficiency trade-off compared to other supervised methods.

Fourth, LeCut utilizes query-item embeddings from RepLLaMA to predict re-ranking cut-off points for RepLLaMA–RankLLaMA, leading to marginal improvements over other supervised methods in nDCG@10. These improvements are often too minimal to be
significant; moreover, LeCut often attains these marginal improvements at the cost of efficiency. E.g., LeCut ($\beta=0$) achieves the highest nDCG@10 value of 0.770 on TREC-DL 20, outperforming that of Choppy ($\beta=0$) by 0.006, yet at more than double the cost of Choppy.

5.3 RLT for pre-trained LM-based re-ranking

To answer RQ3, we evaluate RLT methods in the context of a pre-trained language model-based re-ranker (monoT5 [43]) with a lexical retriever (BM25). Note that using monoT5 [43] to re-rank the retrieved list returned by RepLLaMA [27] and Splade++ [17] yields worse results; hence we only consider the pipeline of BM25–monoT5. We report the raw result numbers on TREC-DL 19 and 20 in Table 4. We also plot the results on TREC-DL 20 in Figure 8.

Generally, the findings obtained with pre-trained language model-based and an LLM-based re-rankers (see Section 5.1) are similar. Specifically, (i) compared to unsupervised ones, supervised methods only show an advantage in the scenario emphasizing effectiveness, where supervised methods achieve better re-ranking quality at a lower cost; e.g., BiCut ($\eta=0.4$) achieves an nDCG@10 value comparable to that of Fixed-$k$ (1000) while incurring only half the cost on TREC-DL 20; however, similar to Section 5.1, potential fixed re-ranking depths (excluding 10, 20, 100, 200, and 1000) can still yield results that are very similar to those obtained with supervised methods (see Figure 8); (ii) distribution-based supervised methods perform better in scenarios balancing efficiency and effectiveness or prioritizing efficiency, while the sequential labeling-based method (BiCut) shows a slight advantage in the scenario emphasizing effectiveness; and (iii) the supervised method (MtCut), which learns RLT in a multi-task manner, does not consistently show a clear advantage over other supervised methods across all three trade-offs.

5.4 Error analysis

To understand the reasons behind the less-than-ideal performance of supervised RLT methods, we compare distributions of re-ranking cut-off points predicted by Oracle with those predicted by a supervised method. We consider two relatively effective methods, MtCut ($\beta=2$) and Choppy ($\beta=2$), for pipelines featuring novel retrievers, Splade++ and RepLLaMA on TREC-DL 20; see Figure 9. First, both methods fail to predict a re-ranking cut-off of zero. For both pipelines, around 20% of queries do not need re-ranking. Thus, enhancing supervised RLT methods' ability to predict when re-ranking is unnecessary is crucial. Second, both methods perform worse when truncating RepLLaMA’s retrieved lists (see Figure 9c and 9d) compared to Splade++ (see Figure 9a and 9b). Especially, Choppy ($\beta=2$) seems to underfit for RepLLaMA (see 9d), suggesting a potential need for more training data.

6 RELATED WORK

Ranked list truncation. Ranked list truncation (RLT) is also known as query cut-off prediction [10, 23]. For a query and a ranked list of documents, the RLT task is to predict the number of items in the ranked list that should be returned, to optimize a user-defined metric [7]. The task can potentially benefit IR applications where it is money- and time-consuming to review a returned item, e.g., in patent search [26] and legal search [54, 57]. Early work is mainly assumption-based (hence non-neural-based). This kind of research focuses on modeling score distributions by fitting prior distributions to them [3, 32], which helps identify the best cut-off. However, prior assumptions on score distributions do not always hold as retrieval settings change [25, 57]; hence we do not study this line of studies in our work. Assumption-free methods, on the other hand, learn to predict the truncation position during training and do not rely on a prior assumption. We have already introduced those methods (BiCut, Choppy, AttnCut, MtCut and LeCut) in Section 4.2.

Zamani et al. [62] apply the RLT method from [6] to truncate retrieval lists returned by BM25 for BERT-based re-ranking [42], finding that truncating the retrieval result list to avoid including a large number of non-relevant items in the lower ranks, achieves better re-ranking performance than using fixed cut-offs for all queries.

We differ from Zamani et al. [62] as we provide a systematic and comprehensive study into the use of RLT methods in the context of re-ranking, especially newly emerged LLMs-based re-ranking.

Improving neural re-ranking efficiency. Improving neural re-ranking efficiency has been extensively studied. There are two ideas to improve the efficiency [19]: (i) speed up inference of a neural re-ranker, and (ii) reducing the number of inferences of a neural re-ranker. Approaches to (i) include a simpler re-ranker model [20],
We have reproduced numerous RLT methods in the ”well to this new setup. We found that (i) supervised RLT methods do not demonstrate a clear advantage over their unsupervised counterparts; potential fixed re-ranking depths can closely approximate the effectiveness/efficiency trade-off achieved by supervised methods; (ii) distribution-based supervised methods achieve better effectiveness/efficiency trade-offs than their sequential labeling-based counterparts in most cases; the latter attains better re-ranking effectiveness at a lower cost for pipelines using BM25 retrieval; (iii) jointly learning RLT with other tasks \[57\] does not consistently yield a clear improvement; it only demonstrate a superior re-ranking effectiveness/efficiency trade-off for SPLADE++–RankLLaMA; and (iv) incorporating neural retriever embeddings \[29\] does not exhibit a clear advantage; it merely yields marginal improvements in re-ranking effectiveness for RepLLaMA–RankLLaMA.

We also learn valuable lessons from our experiments: (i) the type of retriever significantly affects RLT for re-ranking; with an effective retriever like SPLADE++ or RepLLaMA, a fixed re-ranking depth of 20 can already yield an excellent effectiveness/efficiency trade-off; increasing the fixed depth do not significantly improve effectiveness; using a fixed depth of 200 for retrieved lists returned by RepLLaMA, as done by Ma et al. \[27\], results in unnecessary computational costs; and (ii) the type of re-ranker (LLM or pre-trained LM-based) does not appear to influence the findings.

We identify future directions: (i) the gap between Oracle and RLT methods highlights the necessity of enhancing RLT methods for re-ranking; we plan to solve the potential data scarcity issue highlighted in Section 5.4, and explore the use of query performance prediction (QPP) methods for predicting query-specific re-ranking cut-offs \[2, 34, 35, 37, 38\]; (ii) we only consider point-wise re-rankers; we plan to explore RLT for pair-wise and list-wise LLM-based re-rankers \[46–48, 63\]; and (iii) we plan to explore RLT for re-ranking in conversational search (CS) \[1, 36, 39–41, 52\].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Oracle</th>
<th>MtCut (≥2)</th>
<th>Choppy (≥2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. re-ranking cut-off</td>
<td>Probability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8:** A comparison of RLT methods in predicting re-ranking cut-off points for BM25–monoT5 on TREC-DL 20.

**Figure 9:** The distribution of re-ranking cut-off points on TREC-DL 20.
Truncation. In WSDM. 1054–1062.


